The International Placement Scheme

Providing 2-6 month research fellowships to AHRC/ESRC-funded doctoral students, early career researchers and doctoral-level research assistants at one of seven world-leading, international institutions.

Harry Ransom Center (HRC), The University of Texas at Austin, USA
Extensive collections of literature, photography, film, art, and the performing arts, providing unique insight into the creative process of writers and artists.

The Huntington Library, California, USA
Internationally renowned library specialising in British and American history and literature, and the history of science, medicine and technology.

The Library of Congress (LoC), Washington DC, USA
(The largest) library in the world, with millions of books, recordings, photographs, maps and manuscripts in its collections.

National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU), Japan
World-class research facilities consisting of six Inter-University Research Institutes which collectively support academic research on culture and the humanities.

Shanghai Theatre Academy (STA), Shanghai, China
Comprehensive university of performing and digital arts, fine arts, and visual cultures. It has a particular research strength in Chinese Theatre Studies.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC, USA
World’s largest research and museum complex, consisting of 19 museums and galleries, and nine research facilities.

The Yale Center for British Art (YCBA), Connecticut, USA
Home to the largest collection of British art outside the UK. An exceptional resource for understanding the story of British art, life and culture since the Elizabethan period.

Further information about the scheme including key dates and how to apply can be found online: www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/international funding/international-placement-scheme
Please contact ips@ahrc.ac.uk if you have any queries.

*ESRC applicants are only eligible to apply to the Library of Congress
Further information about the scheme including key dates and how to apply can be found online: www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/internationalfunding/international-placement-scheme/

Please contact ips@ahrc.ac.uk if you have any queries.

I feel more confident in dealing with archives and archival research, and the extensive contact with original documents has greatly improved my palaeography skills. The documents I found have opened up some potential new avenues for my project, which excites me a lot.
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